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About this survey
This global study was commissioned for a second year by Schroders to 
analyse institutional investors and their attitudes towards sustainable 
investments, investment objectives and risk.

Respondents represent a variety of institutions, including pension funds, 
foundations, endowments and sovereign wealth funds and manage 
approximately $24 trillion in assets1.

The research was carried out via an extensive global survey during June 2018. 
The 650 institutional respondents were split as follows: 175 in North America, 
250 in Europe, 175 in Asia and 50 in Latin America.

Respondents were sourced from 15 different countries. 

Which of the following best describes the type of institutional assets your organisation oversees/manages?

What is the cumulative size of assets (in USD) your organisation is responsible for?

Corporate pension plan

Public or government pension plan

Sovereign wealth fund

Insurance Company

Endowment

Foundation

Other

26%

28%

4%

24%

9%

8%

1%

29%

25%

4%

28%

7%

5%

2%

22%

30%

2%

24%

10%

11%

1%

44%

8%

10%

26%

8%

4%

0%

26%

35%

5%

19%

8%

7%

0%

Overall North America Europe Latin America Asia

Less than $1bn

$1bn to less than $5bn

$5bn to less than $10bn

$10bn to less than $50bn

$50bn to less than $100bn

$100bn and above

13%

20%

17%

25%

11%

15%

10%

20%

6%

26%

13%

25%

20%

14%

23%

30%

7%

6%

12%

30%

32%

24%

2%

0%

9%

24%

14%

21%

13%

19%

Overall North America Europe Latin America Asia

1 The total assets were calculated using the midpoint value of asset bands.
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Executive summary

The Schroders Institutional Investor Study 2018 reveals the majority of institutional investors globally 
believe sustainability is set to play a more important role within their portfolios over the next five years.

Sustainable investing has been a growing trend in the global institutional market with almost half of 
respondents telling us their allocations have increased over the past five years – yet for this to continue, 
performance, transparency, risk and cost concerns need to be addressed if future investment forecasts are 
to become a reality.

Although several academic studies have shown a connection between sustainability factors and improved 
performance, institutional investors remain unconvinced. They continue to exhibit concerns around this 
issue and performance tops the list of the greatest challenges in this area. Strong data showing sustainable 
investments deliver superior returns could therefore spur higher levels of investment in the space.

This year’s study also reveals a link between sustainability and investor confidence. Institutional investors 
who value sustainability as an investment objective are considerably more confident in their ability to 
achieve their goals. The ‘Sustainability Advocates’2 show distinct characteristics which differentiate their 
investment behaviour from those investors who do not prioritise sustainability as an investment objective. 
These investors also tend to be more diversified and are more interested in using alternatives. According 
to this study, investors rank corporate strategy and climate change highest when it comes to areas for 
investors in engage on.

Institutional investors also outline their desire for data and evidence that shows investing sustainably 
delivers better returns. They question the transparency of this information and say that if this improves it 
could support increasing allocations to sustainable investments. 

While the outlook for incorporating sustainability in institutional portfolios is strong, sustainability 
currently plays a muted role in investment decision-making. Only a quarter of investors say 
sustainability has a significant influence with a third of investors saying it has little to no influence.

Larger institutional investors are more focused on improving the sustainability of their portfolios’ 
investments and say sustainability is of greater influence on their investment decisions.

Investors focused on sustainability (defined as Sustainability Advocates) have greater levels of 
confidence in their ability to reach their performance objectives. Sustainability Advocates are 
more focused on generating high risk adjusted returns and assign greater value to diversification, 
when compared to their counterparts.

2 Sustainability Advocates are identified as the institutional investors who responded “4” or “5” on a scale of zero to five to the following question: How 
important are the following investment objectives for your organisation over the next 12 months? [Improve the sustainability of my portfolio’s investments].
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Sustainability to become increasingly important

We see increasing evidence of this among large institutional 
investors. For example, in October 2017,  Japan’s Government 
Pension Investment Fund (GPIF), the world’s largest pension 
fund with $1.3 trillion under management, formalised 
a partnership with the World Bank Group to promote 
sustainable investments. In its stewardship activities report, 
GPIF announced it had selected three ESG indices for 
Japanese equities – further showing its commitment to this 
area. Also, CalPERS injected $1bn into an internally managed 
ESG global equity strategy in February 2018 and Swiss 

How do you expect the role of sustainable investing to change in the next five years?

Strong outlook
for sustainability
Sustainable investing is growing in prominence among 
institutional investors as they understand the valuable role it 
has and how this is due to grow in the future - three quarters 
of respondents to this study believe this way of investing 

is due to become more important over the next five years.
This represents a greater number of institutional investors 
when compared to last year when 67% thought sustainable 
investing was due to become more important.

More important Unchanged Less important

2018

2017

2018

2017

2018

2017

2018

2017

2018

2017

Overall
0 20 40 60 80 100

74% 21% 5%
67% 24% 9%

Latin America
0 20 40 60 80 100

72% 18%10%
75% 20% 5%

Europe
0 20 40 60 80 100

83% 13%4%
74% 16% 10%

North America
0 20 40 60 80 100

69% 29% 2%
63% 26% 11%

Asia
0 20 40 60 80 100

68% 24% 8%
59% 33% 8%

Re, which was one of the first in the reinsurance industry 
to switch to ESG benchmarks, now applies ESG criteria to 
almost 100% of the company’s portfolio.

Across the whole institutional market, the increase in 
sustainable investment has remained consistent. Just under 
a half of investors say they increased their sustainable 
holdings over the past five years. This was the same level 
registered last year. 
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Increase in investment over the last 5 years

Although the implementation of sustainability within 
institutional portfolios has continued to steadily increase, 
this study has identified a mismatch between actual 
investment compared to the strong outlook and intentions 
relating to the sector. While three-quarters say the role of 
sustainability will be important over the next five years, only 
half have already increased their allocation to sustainable 
investments. This suggests that at present, anticipation of 
the role of sustainability outweighs real investment. The 
discrepancy between expected importance and investment 

Over the last five years how have your organisation’s investments in 
sustainable investments changed?

Overall

North America 

Europe 

Latin America 

Asia

47% 30% 7% 16%

48% 31% 3% 17%1%

60% 28% 1% 10%1%

43% 34% 3% 17%3%

33% 34% 9% 23%1%

48% 30% 22%

40% 36% 4% 20%

60% 26% 3% 11%

44% 26% 10% 20%

33% 31% 17% 19%

Overall

North America 

Europe 

Latin America 

Asia

2018

2017

Increased

Unchanged

Decreased

We do not invest
in sustainable
investment funds

We used to invest
in sustainable
investments but
don’t any more

could be driven by a number of challenges institutional 
investors still face when considering sustainable investments.

Only a quarter (27%) say sustainability has a significant 
influence on their investment decision-making with another 
41% saying it has a moderate influence. A third of investors 
(32%) say it has little to no influence in their investment 
decision making currently.

Bumps in the road
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33%

Less than 
$10bn

40%

$50bn to less than
$100bn

33%

$10bn to less than
$50bn

42%

$100bn
 and above

28%

Less than 
$10bn

32%

$50bn to less than
$100bn

Improve the sustainability of my portfolio's investments

Sustainability focus of the investment

20%

$10bn to less than
$50bn

34%

$100bn
 and above

Strategic asset allocation
7% 29% 64%

Fund manager track record
6% 32% 62%

Anticipated return
6% 36% 58%

Risk tolerance
5% 39% 56%

Investment committee
13% 41% 46%

Tactical allocation
15% 40% 45%

Defined time horizon
18% 45% 37%

Past performance
15% 49% 36%

Sustainability focus of the investment
32% 41% 27%

Consultant recommendation
45% 39%

Little to no influence

Moderate influence

Significant influence 16%

Sustainability plays a 
minor role in investment 
decision-making

Sustainability a bigger 
focus for investors with 
larger AUMs

Investors with larger AUM (above 
$50 billion) seem to have a greater 
sustainability focus than the rest. 

How much influence do the following factors have 
on your investment decision making?

How important are the following investment objectives 
for your organisation over the next 12 months?

How much influence do the following factors 
have on your investment decision making?

% Significant influence

% Very important
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Investors with longer time horizons have a 
higher sustainable focus

Continued challenges

One in five investors (21%) globally tell us they find investing 
in sustainable investments very challenging with another 
56% saying it is somewhat challenging. The numbers are 
slightly higher in Europe and Asia.

More specifically, institutional investors are not convinced 
sustainable investments can generate satisfactory returns,

Investors with a longer holding period 
(5 years and above and full investment 
cycle) have a greater sustainability 
focus than the rest

citing performance concerns as the main challenge to 
investing in sustainable investments. Reflecting the issues 
identified by this study a year ago, they are also concerned by 
the lack of transparency and reported data. 

Less than
1 year

25%
1 to less than

3 years
3 to less than

5 years

5 years and
above

32%

27%

31%

23%

21%
A full investment

cycle
No specific
time period

Sustainability focus of the investment

% Significant influence% Sustainability a significant influence 

How challenging do you find investing in sustainable investments?

How much influence do the following factors have on your investment decision making?

Not challengingSomewhat challengingVery challenging

Overall
2017
2018

North America
2017
2018

Europe
2017
2018

Latin America
2017
2018

Asia
2017
2018

0100

0100

0100

0100

0100

23%
23%

56%
55%

21%
22%

29%
31%

62%
57%

9%
12%

18%
22%

56%
51%

26%
27%

30%
26%

58%
60%

12%
14%

23%
18%

49%
59%

28%
23%
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Concerns over performance have consistently been a hurdle 
sustainable investment has had to overcome and, according 
to this year’s study results, it continues to be an obstacle to 
acceptance among institutional investors. A considerable 
number still express scepticism about the ability of 

Challenges of investing in sustainable investments

Performance concerns

Lack of transparency
and reported data

Difficulty measuring
and managing risk

Cost

Investment committee is
not comfortable making
sustainable investments

I do not believe in
sustainable investments

I do not consider there to be
any challenges to investing
in sustainable investments

Other

2018 2017 2018 2017 2018 2017 2018 2017 2018 2017

Overall North America Europe Asia

51%

48%

33%

29%

15%

13%

2%

18%

44%

41%

28%

23%

14%

0%

11%

20%

56%
42%

44% 33%

36% 29%

26% 28%

19% 22%

1% 12%

10% 6%

21%
0%

53% 47%

50% 44%

33% 26%

28% 22%

17% 14%

16% 15%

12% 0% 12% 0%

4% 6%3% 9%

48% 37%

22%

28%

26%

20% 29%

23%

45% 45%

54% 45%

33% 31%

36%
21%

14% 18%

17% 23%

7% 0%

2% 13%

34% 34%

22% 26%

Latin America

Which, if any, of the following specic factors do you consider a challenge of 
investing in sustainable investments?

Finding solutions to these challenges could be instrumental in 
making institutional investors’ expectations of sustainability’s 
importance become a reality in terms of allocations.

sustainable investments to perform well. These concerns 
seem to be lower for Latin America (48%) and Asia (45%) than 
for North America (56%) and Europe (53%). 

Investors say data around sustainable investing and evidence 
of better returns (34%) is the main factor which would help 
increase allocations to sustainable investments. This is true for 
almost half (49%) of investors in North America.
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Data related to returns could boost sustainable allocations

In your opinion, what would help you invest in more sustainable investments?

Data/evidence that shows investing
sustainably delivers better returns

Overall North America Europe Latin America Asia

34%

23%

11%

49%

19%

9%

30%

27%

14%

22%

22%

10%

30%

20%

9%

10% 10% 11% 8% 9%

9% 3% 12% 18% 8%

Greater transparency by companies
on both financial and non-financial

performance reporting

Greater support from senior
leadership

More sustainable investment
options

Better ESG-related benchmarks

When asked specifically about ways to increase investment 
in sustainability, investors reiterate their call for greater 
transparency by companies on both financial and non-
financial performance reporting (23%). 

Institutional investors request better sustainability related 
benchmarks that would help investors properly measure 
the performance of their sustainable investments and 

Investors looking for innovative solutions around sustainability

In terms of innovation in your industry, what solutions would be most helpful to you in the next 12 months?

34%

34%

29%

27%

15%

8%

5%

Better risk management

Product innovation for traditional asset classes/strategies

Machine learning to process big data

Increasing sustainability

Products that help keep up with regulatory changes

Smart beta products

Adopting blockchain

Investing in crypto-currencies

Other

56%

56%

differentiate these strategies from traditional investment 
approaches.

The chart below shows that just over a third of investors 
(34%) also say they are looking for innovative solutions to 
help them increase sustainability in their portfolios.
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Corporate strategy and climate change cited as the most important areas to engage on

Corporate Strategy

Climate Change

Accounting quality

Bribery and Corruption

Diversity

24%

22%

15%

8%

8%

Remuneration

Cyber security

Labour rights

Supply Chain Management

8%

7%

5%

3%

Please rank in order of importance the areas that you believe it is important for investment managers and asset owners to engage on.

In terms of areas of focus when it comes to sustainability, 
institutional investors rank corporate strategy (24%) and 
climate change (22%) as the most important.

Focus areas and
asset classes

While governance has always been an area of focus for 
investors, environmental factors are rapidly growing in 
importance as the debate on climate change continues and 
the effects of environmental risks continue to come to the 
fore. 

73%

54%

48%

44%

33%

13%

76%

49%

44%

40%

29%

17%

2018 2017

Overall

Equities

Infrastructure

Credit

Real Estate

Alternatives

None of the above

Sustainability and asset classes

Sustainability is an important consideration in which 
of the following asset classes?

Sustainability considerations have typically been higher in 
equities than other asset classes.

There is a growing interest for sustainability considerations 
to be made in other asset classes like credit. The United 
Nations’ Principles for Responsible Investment notes that 
the ‘assessment of governance factors has traditionally 
featured in credit risk analysis’. 3 On the environmental 
side, there has been a steady increase in the issuance of 
green bonds which according to some reports, is set to 
grow by around 60% to $250 billion this year.4 Although, 
compared to some mainstream assets this may be 
considered small, it still goes a long way to signify growth 
in the space. 

Given the long-term, often illiquid nature of infrastructure 
and real estate investing, social and environmental 
factors also carry considerable weight when it comes to 
investment decisions for these asset classes. 

3 https://www.unpri.org/credit-ratings/esg-credit-risk-and-ratings-part-2-exploring-the-disconnects/3250.article
4 https://www.bloomberg.com/professional/blog/gender-focused-strategy-beat-sp-500-141-percent/
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Sustainability
Advocates 

5 Sustainability Advocates are identified as the institutional investors who responded “4” 
or “5” on a scale of zero to five to the following question: How important are the following 
investment objectives for your organisation over the next 12 months? [Improve the 
sustainability of my portfolio’s investments]. Those who gave a score of “0” or “1” are 
classed as the Sustainability Dismissives

As with last year’s study, we have identified the Sustainability 
Advocates5 – that is those institutional investors who say that improving 
the sustainability of their portfolio is an important investment objective 
for the next 12 months. The following section details the difference in 
investment behaviour and attitude these investors demonstrate.
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Who are the Sustainability Advocates?

We surveyed 650 institutional investors....

and identi ed 228 Sustainability Advocates

Sustainability Advocates represent over a third of our sample

of institutional investors

35%
Sustainability

Advocates

65% others

Corporate pension plan

Sovereign wealth fund

Insurance Company

Endowment

Foundation

Other

Public or government

pension plan

29%

27%

5%

20%

8%

9%

2%

24%

36%

2%

22%

8%

7%

1%

Sustainability

Advocates

Sustainability

Dismissives

Sustainability Advocates

13%

20%

17%26%

10%

18%

Sustainability Dismissives

11%

19%

27%

26%

10%
7% Less than $1bn

$1bn to less than $5bn

$5bn to less than $10bn

$10bn to less than $50bn

$50bn to less than $100bn

$100bn and above
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Having sustainability as a primary investment objective has 
a distinct influence on institutional investors’ behaviour and 
traits. We have identified these Sustainability Advocates 
and can reveal that institutional investors who prioritise 
sustainability are considerably more confident (59% vs 37%) 

Greater confidence among Advocates

Confidence and
investment outlook

about the prospects of meeting their return expectations.
What’s more, almost one in ten Sustainability Dismissives 
are not confident at all in terms of meeting their return 
expectations, compared to just 4% of Sustainability 
Advocates. 

How confident are you in achieving these return expectations?

Sustainability Advocates Sustainability Dismissives

9% 4%

37%
50%

4% 9%

54%

33%

Not confident at all Somewhat confident Confident Very confident
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Diversification and
greater use of alternatives

Generating high risk adjusted returns is more of a priority for 
Sustainability Advocates (66% vs 53%). 

Sustainability Advocates

Sustainability Dismissives

Generating high
risk-adjusted returns

66%

53%

Diversifying portfolio/s
to manage market volatility

64%

45%

Generating high risk-adjusted and diversification important

Greater use of alternatives

How important are the following investment objectives for your organisation over the next 12 months?

Across all your investments, which of the following strategies do you use to manage risk within the portfolio?

% Very important

Sustainability Advocates also say they use alternative 
investments to manage risk in their portfolio (62% vs 49%).

Sustainability Advocates Sustainability Dismissives

Diversifying
across asset

classes &
geographies

Increasing
use of

alternative
investments

Currency
hedging

Risk
budgeting

Derivatives Managed
volatility

strategies

Increasing
allocations

to fixed
income

Other

83% 87%

62%
49% 46% 51% 44% 41% 39%

52%

32% 39%
25% 30%

1% 1%

Sustainability Advocates also more highly value 
diversification as 64% say this is an important objective over 
the next 12 months. This compares to 45% of Sustainability 
Dismissives. 
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In this year’s study, Sustainability Advocates show distinct 
differences in the factors they expect will affect their 
investment performance over the next 12 months.

Within the top five influences, Sustainability Advocates 
say a global economic slowdown and stronger economic 
growth, as well as politics and world events are expected to 
have a significant influence on their portfolios’ investment 
performance.

Advocates are more mindful of a greater range of factors 

What influence do you expect the following to have on your portfolio’s investment 
performance in the next 12 months?

% Significant influence

Portfolio
influences

Oil prices

Higher interest rates

Global economic slowdown

Tapering of monetary policy

Politics and world events

Stronger economic growth

Regulation

Currency risk

Cyber attacks

Emerging market risk

35%

69%

45%

35%

29%

34%

23%

7%

16%

8%

Sustainability Advocates Sustainability Dismissives

66%

61%

51%

45%

45%

36%

33%

29%

29%

19%

40%
18%

% Significant influence - Sustainability focus of the investment

Sustainability Advocates

Sustainability Dismissives

The greatest difference between the two groups can be 
observed in their expectations around a global economic 
slowdown with 61% (vs 35%) of Sustainability Advocates 
saying this will be a significant influence. Sustainability 
Advocates are also more wary of the influence other factors 
such as oil prices, emerging market risk and cyber-attacks 
will ultimately have on their portfolios. 
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Greater need of increasing sustainability
among Sustainability Advocates

Better risk management

Product innovation for traditional
asset classes/strategies

Machine learning to process big data

Products that help keep up
with regulatory changes

Investing in crypto-currencies

Increasing sustainability

Smart beta products

Adopting blockchain

Other

59%
55%

68%

25%

38%

24%

21%

13%

11%

1%

51%

47%

32%

29%

28%

16%

11%

5%

Sustainability Advocates

Sustainability Dismissives

The consensus on the importance of sustainable investments continues to build, and despite the 
challenges that remain, the outlook for growth in this area is strong.

This study shows how a focus on sustainability impacts institutions’ broader attitude to investment 
decisions. The increased confidence levels, greater diversification and demand for high 
risk-adjusted returns all look to be traits of institutional investors placing sustainability at the 
forefront of their investment objectives. 

For sustainability to gain more traction, investors are calling for better data around the link 
between these types of investments and improved returns. Because, in spite of their stated 
intentions, sustainability still plays a minor role in the investment decision-making of many 
institutional investors globally. 

Conclusion



Important Information

This information is not an offer, solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell any financial 
instrument or to adopt any investment strategy. Information herein is believed to be 
reliable but we do not warrant its completeness or accuracy. Any data has been sourced 
by us and is provided without any warranties of any kind. It should be independently 
verified before further publication or use. Third party data is owned or licenced by the data 
provider and may not be reproduced, extracted or used for any other purpose without 
the data provider’s consent. Neither we, nor the data provider, will have any liability in 
connection with the third party data. The material is not intended to provide, and should 
not be relied on for accounting, legal or tax advice. Reliance should not be placed on any 
views or information in the material when taking individual investment and/or strategic 
decisions. No responsibility can be accepted for error of fact or opinion. Any references to 
securities, sectors, regions and/or countries are for illustrative purposes only.

Schroders has expressed its own views and opinions in this document and these may 
change.

The value of investments and the income from them may go down as well as up and 
investors may not get back the amounts originally invested. Exchange rate changes may 
cause the value of any overseas investments to rise or fall.

To the extent that you are in North America, this content is issues by Schroder Investment 
Management North America Inc., an indirect wholly owned subsidiary of Schroders plc 
and SEC registered adviser providing asset management products and services to clients 
in the US and Canada. For all other users, this content is issued by Schroder Investment 
Management Limited, 31 Gresham Street, London, EC2V 7QA. Registered No. 1893220 
England. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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